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New e-go Platinum moves vans like nothing else
Caravan accessory manufacturer Purple Line
has launched its new e-go Platinum remote
control electric caravan mover to deliver
maximum manoeuvring power for big, tough
Aussie caravans.

The e-go Platinum, which replaces e-go 130 in
the Purple Line range, has been developed
exclusively for Australia to meet the unique
needs of local vans.

With upgraded electronics, a wider 200mm

More power, more grip and upgraded electronics and
engager make new e-go Platinum the mover of choice for
manoeuvring Australia’s big, heavy dual-axle vans.

tyre roller and a re-engineered engagement mechanism, it is designed to deliver maximum
power to the road wheels of the heaviest vans and trailers.

Purple Line Australia director Malcolm Hill said the tough new model ensured the chassismounted e-go would remain the mover of choice for big dual-axle vans up to 3.5 tonnes.

“Experienced caravanners already prefer e-go movers when they have a really big, heavy
van to move, and the new e-go Platinum takes it a step further,” he said.

“It reflects our company’s commitment to ‘design … innovate … improve’ by upgrading a
mover that is already respected around Australia for its performance.

“The new 200mm rollers and enhanced wind-on engager, with needle roller bearings in a
new alloy housing, maximise the roller grip on the tyre, especially on chunky off-road tyres.

“Also, unlike powered jockey wheels, e-go chassis mounted movers drive the wheels that
carry most of a van’s weight, with obvious traction benefits on gradients and loose surfaces.

“Capping off the e-go Platinum’s improved design is enhanced electronic circuitry to optimise
synchronisation of four-motor installations on dual axle vans.”

Purple Line now offers three e-go models, all with the same high-performance, alloy-cased
motor and gearbox units and with different engagement mechanisms for different
applications.

Recommended retail price for a single axle set is $1299 for e-go Titanium, $1699 for e-go
Platinum (or $1799 with Auto Engage) and $1699 for the quick-release e-go Quickey.

Installation typically takes around five hours per single axle set, or 10 hours per dual axle
set, and Purple Line has a growing network of authorised installers across Australia.

Find out about the full Purple Line range at www.purpleline.com.au.
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